Recently Ramana Athrea published a new algorithm ([1]) based on the difference at fringe rates of a source in the sky and ground-based RFI. His algorithm works only for ground-based and constantamplitude RFI during a solution interval. We modified his algorithm to include a possible change of the RFI's amplitude during the solution interval and developed another algorithm based on Högbom CLEANing of the Fourier transform of the time series of the SOURCE+RFI visibilities. These algorithms allow us to mitigate RFI originating from more than one source moving with different nonzero speeds relatively the array (e.g. ground-based and satellite-based RFI). The new algorithms are implemented in AIPS ([2]) in the task UVRFI. The result of testing this task is demonstrated using the EVLA data at L and 4 band. It is also shown that self-averaging of RFI can reduce its impact on imaging even if the solution interval in the correlator is too small to allow self-averaging before imaging.
Introduction
Sources of RFI generally have different fringe rates than astronomical sources of interest to astronomers. This difference has been exploited by many researches to separate and excise RFI. (see for example ([4] , [5] ). The visibility for the given interferometer baseline, frequency channel, polarization, time is determined by the following expression:
V is obs = V is source · exp jω frso t + V is rf igr + V is rf isat1 · exp jω frsat1 t + .....
where V is source is the visibility of an astronomical source; V is rf igr is the visibility caused by the ground based RFIs; V is rf isat1 is the visibility caused by RFI from satellite 1; ω frso is the fringe rate of the source, caused by earth rotation; ω frsat1 is the fringe rate of the RFIs, caused by the motion of satellite 1;
Note that the fringe rate caused by ground-based RFI is equal to zero, because the ground-based RFIs do not move relatively the ground-based array. Practically any array correlator multiplies the observed visibility by the fringe stopping complex exponent exp −jω frso t. As a result the source fringes are stopped but the ground-based RFI is rotated at that rate and the correlator output visibility can be described by the following expression:
V is cor = V is source + V is rf igr · exp −jω frso t + V is rf isat1 · exp j(ω frsat1 − ω frso )t + ...
The problem we need to solve is formulated as: Given a correlator output time series for a given baseline resulting from astronomical sources and RFI during some solution interval, our goal is to find the astronomical source visibility during that solution interval! 2 Athrea's approach to the problem Athrea ([1] ) considered RFI which is caused only by ground-based RFI. Therefore, the trajectory (in time) of the correlator output in the complex plane will be a circle with radius equal to the RFI amplitude, which is considered constant, e.g. equation (2) for V is rf isat1 = 0). Fitting the three parameters: radius of the circle, and the two coordinates of the circle center, the resulting coordinates of the circle center are the solution for the source complex visibility without RFI.
How good are the circles in practice?
In this section we look at the quality of the "circles" using the EVLA data at L band, kindly provided by Michael Rupen. The data are the result of several minutes observation of 3C345 by the EVLA in the D configuration. The new EVLA WIDAR correlator was used to obtain the data with sampling at time of 0.1 second and 256 frequency channels. In figure (1) we show a plot of the frequency spectrum for one baseline and polarization during one time interval of 10 seconds. The central part of the spectrum (free of RFI) shows good behavior of both amplitude and phase. The left part of the spectrum is full of The visibility spectrum for one baseline of the EVLA L-band data spikes caused by the Distance Measuring Equipment (DME) used at the aircraft radio navigation. The right part of the spectrum has very strong RFI caused by the group of satellites. The plot in the left top corner of the figure 2 shows the trajectory of the complex visibility at channel 224 during 10 seconds (100 points), which would be expected to be a circle in the ideal case. This 'circle' looks rather like a spiral. We call this a "circle" since it is the best example of a quasi-circle and the other "circles" appear to be much worse. The first five plots correspond to the satellite RFI (the same channel 224, different 10s time intervals). The sixth plot corresponds to DME (channel 31 
RFI, when the RFI amplitude is really constant during the solution interval.
Two reasons of the RFI amplitude variability can be offered: 1. The variable signal levels broadcast by the satellites and 2. Even if the satellites were stationary in the sky, the array antennas track the astronomical source and thus the antenna sidelobes sweep across the satellite position, modulating the strength of the RFI.
The new AIPS task UVRFI
The new AIPS task UVRFI offers the following two algorithms to mitigate RFI: 1. 'CIRC' a l'a Athrea A spiral with four unknown parameters (initial radius, linear increment of the radius, and two coordinates of the center) is fitted to the data using the non-linear-least-square-method. The two coordinates of the center are used as a solution for the astronomical source visibility, free of RFI 2. 'CEXP' This model is represented by the sum of several spectral components with complex amplitudes:
A simple, one dimensional, version of Högbom CLEAN algorithm is used to fit complex delta functions to the Fourier transform of the observed visibility time-series during each solution interval. The final solution is the value of the cleaned Fourier transform at zero frequency. No CLEANing is allowed at zero frequency to prevent the subtraction of the signal itself. Additionally, UVRFI flags the RFI caused by DME using the fact that DME RFI on the frequency axis looks like a set of delta functions. See the left part of the figure 1 for example. 
Test of the task UVRFI at L band using the EVLA data
We compared UVRFI result using 10s solution interval (100 time points) using 'CEXP' with UVAVG (vector averaging) during the same 10 second intervals. The two plots at the figure 3 show advantage of the UVRFI output (right plot): the DME RFIs are flagged completely; the satellite RFI is lower by factor 3-4. We should note that the vector averaging itself suppresses the RFI by self-averaging but not as much as with UVRFI. So the comparison could be even more in favor of UVRFI if the less averaging was done in UVAVG. In Figure 4 we compare the images using the vector averaging (UVAVG) and task UVRFI ('CEXP'). The image at the right plot (UVRFI) is obviously better! The plots at figure 5 show the example of 'circles' corresponded to the B.Cotton's data. The data were sampled at time with 10s interval. The 'circles' include 360s time interval (36 points). We compared UVRFI result using 360s solution interval (36 time points) with UVAVG (vector averaging) during the same 360 sec intervals. Two plots in figure 6 show advantage of the UVRFI output (right plot): the RFI amplitude is lower by factor 3-4; variance of phase is two times less. 'CEXP' was used. We should note that the vector averaging itself suppress the RFI. Figure 7 compares images using vector averaging (UVAVG) with the output of the task UVRFI ('cexp'). The same solution interval 360s was used for the both plots. The right plot (UVRFI) is obviously better! 7 Self-averaging of the RFI in process of imaging.
As we discussed previously, the visibility caused by the ground-based RFI produces a 'circle' in the complex plane. Therefore RFI can be self-averaged during vector averaging in the correlator. The effect of this self-averaging can be estimated by number of periods of the fringe rate in the correlator solution interval. At low frequency, the fringe period can be large in comparison with the correlator solution interval, and therefore the self-averaging of RFI in the correlator will not be so effective. The same argument was used by R. It might be expected that the impact of RFI would be much higher for smaller averaging time. But the quality of the images obtained using the different averaging time was not different! The explanation of this effect is that the griding step in the imaging carries out the averaging in some cases. The following equation elucidates this. If the visibility caused by RFI is described by the following equation: RF I = A · exp jω fr t i (4) then the relevant dirty map DM rf i is equal:
If U i , V i are 'constant' inside of the time interval T imag , then
where i is the preaverage time interval number; k is the time interval of T imag number Therefore the effect of self-averaging of RFI may not be limited by the correlator averaging interval but rather by the grid cell size for the FFT used for imaging, where both U and V are effectively constant.
Conclusions
The new AIPS task UVRFI uses the two algorithms to mitigate RFI: CIRC function, based on modification of Ramana Athrea algorithm, fits a spiral to the observed visibility curve in the complex plane. CEXP function subtracts a set of the complex exponential delta functions representing RFIs, using a simple CLEAN algorithm applied to the Fourier transform of the complex visibility time-series. The second algorithm demonstrates the better result for the two datasets we studied and allows us to mitigate more than one source of RFI (e.g. ground-based, satellite-based). The utility of RFI mitigation algorithm is complicated by the non-circular nature of the RFI in the complex plane. In some cases, the effect of RFI may be reduced by self-averaged during imaging.
